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Abstract—Continued improvement in computing efficiency requires functional specialization of
hardware designs. Agile hardware design methodologies have been proposed to alleviate the
increased design costs of custom silicon architectures, but their practice thus far has been
accompanied with challenges in integration and validation of complex systems-on-a-chip.
We present the Chipyard framework, an integrated SoC design, simulation, and implementation
environment for specialized compute systems. Chipyard includes configurable, composable,
open-source, generator-based IP blocks that can be used across multiple stages of the hardware
development flow while maintaining design intent and integration consistency. Through
cloud-hosted FPGA-accelerated simulation and rapid ASIC implementation, Chipyard enables
continuous validation of physically realizable customized systems.

In the face of the slowdown in technology
scaling, sustaining improvements in system ca-
pability requires a greater use of domain-specific
architectures. This era of specialization is being
seen as a new golden age of computer architec-
ture [1], but creates the challenge of escalating
development costs. Differentiated architectures
require productive digital system design methods
for architectural exploration, system integration,
verification, validation, and physical design.

To reduce development costs, a generator-
based agile design process for hardware has been
proposed and demonstrated through a series of
RISC-V microprocessor chips developed with
small teams [2] and made available as a now
widely used open-source codebase [3]. Designs
captured as generators enable reuse through rich
parameterization and incremental extension. Past
efforts have focused on the module generator
development and an implementation of relatively
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Figure 1. Increasing complexity of custom RISC-V SoC test chips built at Berkeley using the Rocket Chip SoC
generator since 2012.

small, homogeneous processor architectures with
uniform interconnect and core-level configura-
bility. Enabling the development of complex
heterogeneous systems-on-a-chip (SoCs) requires
greater levels of coordination and synchronization
between many disparate open-source designs and
development tools, motivating the creation of a
new unified open-source SoC design framework,
which we call Chipyard1.

Chipyard provides a framework to bring to-
gether a collection of independently developed
open-source tools and RTL generators, allowing
development of heterogeneous SoCs through in-
tegrated design, simulation, and implementation
environments. Chipyard helps alleviate many of
the challenges that exist when using indepen-
dent and uncoordinated open-source tools and
designs, as often experienced in concurrent and
non-uniform feature design iterations, typical in
the agile design process.

Agile SoC Development
A number of RISC-V test chips have been

designed by small groups of students at UC
Berkeley over the past eight years. These designs
have been based on the open-source Rocket Chip
SoC generator [3] that includes Rocket, an in-
order RISC-V core, and supports coherent caches

1https://github.com/ucb-bar/chipyard/

and standard interconnects via the TileLink pro-
tocol. Customizations to test chips based on the
Rocket Chip generator have been performed by
adding multiple generations of vector processors,
peripheral devices, and by replacing the stan-
dard in-order core with an out-of-order core.
The design process outlined in [2] was gradually
enhanced on the physical design front to support
much larger silicon dies and many more placeable
instances in the SoC, resulting in increasingly
complex test chips (Figure 1). The most recent
test chips in this series are representative of
modern SoCs composed of a diverse set of IP
blocks and include multiple cores, accelerators,
and complete analog subsystems, including high-
speed serial links (SerDes), analog-to-digital con-
verters (ADCs) and phase-locked loops (PLLs).

Verification and validation are major com-
ponents of the SoC design cycle. By relying
on many previously verified open-source compo-
nents such as the Rocket core, and incrementally
extending SoCs based on the Rocket Chip gen-
erator, it was often possible to sidestep rigorous
verification and validation steps in this series of
test chips. Each test chip has a focus on testing
either a particular design feature of a module
or a component of the design methodology, and
therefore, the verification of a test chip was
respectively limited to a small set of functionality.
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This reliance on open-source generators shifts
the verification challenge from block-level test-
ing to system-integration verification and vali-
dation. Rich module-level configurability in the
generator-based approach allows for quick, itera-
tive design customization, enabled by expansive
configuration and parameter systems. While these
parameter systems enable quick iterations across
many design points, their flexible nature makes
them prone to misconfiguration, underscoring the
need for continuous full-system integrated val-
idation and verification. Rich module-level pa-
rameterization makes it possible to continuously
update the SoC design in an agile way, but does
not inherently aid the design verification or pre-
silicon validation of the chip performance. In
addition, issues relating to on- and off-chip inter-
faces, clock domain crossings, third-party IP inte-
gration, and power management are all vulnerable
to insufficient full-system verification coverage.
Our previous chips have encountered both ver-
ification and validation gaps of this type: one
chip’s cache capacity was inadvertently reduced
to half of its desired size, when the configuration
was changed late in the design process to meet
physical design constraints.

Although design and verification executed by
a small team in an agile manner has a high appeal
for small companies and industrial and academic
research labs, our experiences with test chips
developed through an agile process also identify
some challenges in execution. The increasing
complexity of test chips makes it difficult to
parallelize and distribute effort among the small
number of designers, as architecture definition,
RTL implementation, physical design, verifica-
tion, and validation all take varying amounts
of time, which is difficult to account for. Fur-
thermore, it is difficult to maintain institutional
memory of good design practices, especially in
academic environments and when working with
complex physical design tool flows in deeply
scaled technologies.

Finally, transitioning between process tech-
nologies is a significant undertaking in both sys-
tem and test chip design. The test chips in this ret-
rospective have been designed in several different
process technologies, including IBM 45nm SOI,
ST 28nm FD-SOI, TSMC 28nm, TSMC 16nm
FFC, and Intel 22nm FFL. The generator-based

approach simplifies process technology transition,
since it allows for adjustment of design param-
eters through high-level descriptions. However,
this flexibility does not propagate across the
abstraction layers to the physical design pro-
cess. Each custom test chip requires significant
manual effort in mapping RTL abstractions to
process-specific components (such as memory
and register-file macros), as well as meeting the
design rules. When generator parameters change
between design iterations, a new rigid physical
design script is often created.

While some of the issues described in this
section are not specific to agile hardware de-
sign methodologies, their visibility increases as
the cost and complexity of other parts of the
flow diminish. Nevertheless, a common theme
throughout our observations relates to integration
and partitioning—on the chip level, and on the
methodology and flow level.

The Chipyard Framework
Chipyard provides a unified framework and

work flow for agile SoC development. Multiple
separately developed and highly parameterized IP
blocks can be configured and interconnected to
form a complete SoC design. The SoC design
can be verified and validated through both FPGA-
accelerated and standard software simulations,
then pushed through portable VLSI design flows
to obtain tapeout-ready GDSII data for various
target technologies. Chipyard also provides a
workload management system to generate soft-
ware workloads to exercise the design.

Chipyard Front-End RTL Generators
The front end of the Chipyard framework is

based on the Rocket Chip SoC generator [2],
[3]. Chipyard inherits Rocket Chip’s Chisel-
based parameterized hardware generator method-
ology [3], including a Scala-based parameter-
negotiation framework, Diplomacy [4], that nego-
tiates mutually compatible parameterizations and
interconnections across all IP blocks in a design.
A unified top-level SoC generator enables the
generation of heterogeneous systems based on pa-
rameterized configurations. Chipyard also allows
IP blocks written in other hardware languages,
e.g., Verilog, to be included via a Chisel wrapper.

Chipyard adds a large corpus of open-source
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Figure 2. Multiple disparate design flows supported by the Chipyard framework through generators and
transformations. A series of FIRRTL transformations consumes generators with a custom configuration, and
outputs appropriate Verilog and associated collateral for different design stage platforms.

IP generators to the existing Rocket Chip base
library, allowing for the construction of modern
digital SoCs. These include the Berkeley Out-
of-Order Machine (BOOM) generator [5], the
Ariane core [6], the Hwacha vector-unit genera-
tor [7], digital signal processing (DSP) modules,
domain-specific accelerators (including machine
learning and cryptography), memory systems, and
peripherals. The majority of these generators have
silicon-proven instances through the aforemen-
tioned series of test chips.

While some commercial IP vendors have large
collections of proprietary configurable IP for cer-
tain portions of an SoC, Chipyard provides a
publicly extensible open-source alternative for

complete SoCs to support continuing research and
development of specialized state-of-the-art SoCs.

Other open-source SoC design frameworks
focus on tile-granularity customization in many-
core architectures [8], [9], or rely on rigid sub-
systems and proprietary IP [10]. The gener-
ator approach used in Chipyard does not rely
solely on static interfaces for integration of IP
blocks, but allows for dynamic customization
of encodings, memory maps, and buses during
the hardware generation stage, enabling custom
components to be created and integrated at var-
ious levels, including in the MMIO periphery,
as tightly integrated accelerators, and as het-
erogeneous cores and controllers. For example,
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through its fine-grained intra-core parameter sys-
tem, the Rocket core can be used for different
purposes in an SoC. Specifically, in several of
our recent test chips, the application cores consist
of fully Linux-capable Rocket cores supporting
RV64GC with floating-point units and virtual
memory support, while the controller cores (e.g.
a power-management unit) are a Rocket core
supporting only RV64IMAC, with significantly
smaller branch prediction and cache resources
and no virtual memory. In essence, a significant
portion of the microcontrollers running firmware
on the SoC can be implemented using variants
of Rocket or BOOM cores. This common core
configuration interface for all software-managed
controllers within the system improves designer
productivity, compared to alternative SoC de-
velopment frameworks that enable drop-in re-
placement core options or only coarse-grained
sizing. Similarly, machine-learning accelerators
have been integrated with Rocket and other core
generators as tightly integrated accelerators [11],
as well as in the form of MMIO periphery ac-
celerators [12], demonstrating the various levels
of possible customization in the Chipyard frame-
work. Figure 3 demonstrates the various degrees
of customization on the core, tile, and SoC levels,
enabled by the Chipyard Framework.

FIRRTL Intermediate Representation
The Chipyard framework currently integrates

tools to address the three main activities within
the custom SoC design cycle: front-end RTL de-
sign, system validation/verification, and back-end
chip physical design. These different stages of the
SoC design flow require different levels of de-
scription of the design. For example, while front-
end RTL descriptions usually use abstract notions
of memory and I/O, back-end RTL requires more
precise descriptions mapped to the underlying
process technology. Similarly, FPGA emulation
will require the digital design to interact with
FPGA-specific interfaces, periphery, and internal
components, which requires particular collateral.
Co-simulation also requires additional hardware
clock gating to control simulation progress.

Chipyard elaborates the front-end RTL de-
sign into a FIRRTL [13] intermediate represen-
tation. Custom FIRRTL transformations convert
the generated FIRRTL design to drive the differ-

ent flows used at different stages of the design
cycle. Using FIRRTL transformations to enable
multiple concurrent design flows from the same
shared code repository and source RTL helps
to reduce and amortize the environment setup
costs incurred with frequent iterations between
development stages, as is needed for an agile
methodology. This approach is demonstrated in
Figure 2.

While Chisel is the primary language for
design entry in Chipyard using the FIRRTL com-
piler, a FIRRTL-based flow can integrate Verilog
IP through either “Blackbox” IP integration or
Verilog-to-FIRRTL support by certain Verilog
elaboration tools [14]. Furthermore, while the
Verilog outputs of various stages of a FIRRTL-
based flow can be integrated into standard dy-
namic verification environments or compared us-
ing logical equivalence checking, tools for both
simulation and temporal property checking of
“FIRRTL-native” circuits are openly available
[15].

Verilog or SystemVerilog-based design frame-
works [10], [8] must rely on design-specific cus-
tom scripts or interface adjustments when transi-
tioning between emulation, simulation and phys-
ical design. In contrast to alternative hardware
package management systems [16] or integration
standards like IP-XACT, which focus on metadata
associated with particular IP components to target
different EDA flows, the FIRRTL transformations
used by Chipyard can be applied to any Chisel
design integrated with the Chipyard framework.

Software RTL Simulation
Software-based RTL simulators are a critical

tool in most phases of the design process. Com-
piling a software simulator of a top-level design,
including various IP components, peripheral and
memory models, and an external test harness can
be a time-consuming engineering task. Chipyard
provides build flows for both the open-source
Verilator simulator and proprietary commercial
simulators. Open-source RTL simulators such as
Verilator are also used in industry [17] to provide
efficient and cost-effective digital design veri-
fication. Chipyard provides Makefile wrappers
for direct generation of a simulation executable
which simulates tethered designs with emulated
peripherals. The Makefile wrappers generate the
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Figure 3. SoC customization in Chipyard using the Rocket Chip generator configuration system. (a) A typical
Chipyard SoC can include multiple heterogeneous application cores, as well as multiple configurations of
BOOM or Rocket cores that can serve various purposes within the SoC, such as a controller unit. Customization
can be performed across various levels of the SoC, including RoCC accelerators, MMIO accelerators and
peripherals. (b) An example configuration of a simple design, consisting of a single Rocket in-order processor
core and a custom educational SHA3 tightly-integrated accelerator. (c) An example configuration of a more
complex SoC, consisting of a multiple cores of various capabilities (RV32 Rocket in-order control core, RV64
Rocket in-order application core, RV64GC BOOM 3-wide out-of-order application core), custom accelerators
attached to each core, a standard set of peripherals, and a deeper memory hierarchy with an L2 cache. This
example also includes a simulated block device and simulated backing DRAM memory.

top-level design and matching test harnesses
based on the SoC configuration. Tethered designs
use a host to send transactions that bring up
the simulated SoC and load programs. These
software RTL simulation wrappers enable quick
design cycles and execution of RISC-V binaries
in simulation. While tethered designs are the de-
fault form to generate software RTL simulations
in Chipyard, Chipyard also supports un-tethered
SoC configurations in which the SoC can boot
standalone using a boot ROM.

FPGA-Accelerated Simulation with FireSim

For full-system validation and evaluation, the
Chipyard framework harnesses the FireSim [18]
open-source FPGA-accelerated simulation plat-
form using the AWS EC2 public cloud. In con-
trast with FPGA prototyping, FPGA-accelerated
simulation correctly models timing behavior of
not only the design under test, but also the I/Os
and peripherals of the SoC. FPGA-accelerated
simulation enables deterministic and reproducible
evaluation with a realistic system environment,
as opposed to FPGA prototyping where each
execution is sensitive to the FPGA environment
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and timing depends on FPGA peripheral device
performance (e.g. DRAM performance).

Originally developed as a platform to enable
scale-out simulation for datacenter architecture
research on hundreds of cloud FPGAs, FireSim
necessarily automates the infrastructure manage-
ment and simulation mapping necessary to auto-
matically run high-performance simulations. As
part of the agile chip-design stack, this automa-
tion and integration reduces the level of expertise
required to harness cloud FPGAs for emulation
purposes and thus increases the accessibility of
high performance full-system simulation to a
broad spectrum of designers. FireSim has been
useful in pre-silicon verification, validation, and
software development. From the perspective of
small agile teams with limited resources, FireSim
provides many of the features available in costly
commercial emulation platforms. In contrast with
prior FPGA-accelerated simulation tools, the ac-
cessibility of FireSim through FPGA instances on
the AWS public cloud, together with the automa-
tion of host-target interfaces with the FPGA, have
made FireSim a popular tool within Berkeley and
other academic hardware development users, as
well as emerging startup companies.

FireSim enables co-development of software
and hardware simultaneously, allowing for quick
software adjustment turnarounds based on hard-
ware modifications. Furthermore, FireSim plays
a major role in the performance and functional
validation of processors, since it enables the
identification of bugs deep into simulation ex-
ecution time thanks to FPGA-acceleration with
appropriate peripheral modeling. Unlike many
other open-source hardware development plat-
forms with FPGA support, FireSim’s focus on
simulation and emulation as opposed to prototyp-
ing enables true pre-silicon performance evalua-
tion and validation in a full-system context within
the Chipyard framework. While maintaining its
stand-alone operation as an architectural research
platform, FireSim was transformed into a library
which is integrated into the broader Chipyard
framework. As such, FireSim can now consume
design configurations composed within the Chip-
yard framework, and transform them into FPGA-
accelerated simulations. Furthermore, the FireSim
Golden Gate compiler has been integrated into
the Chipyard framework, so it can now consume

arbitrary FIRRTL as its input, as well as external
Verilog components necessary for broader system
integration.

Back-End Physical Design with Hammer
For back-end physical design, Chipyard in-

cludes a modular VLSI flow named Hammer [19].
The Hammer VLSI flow provides an abstraction
layer above process-technology- and EDA-tool-
specific concerns, with the goal of increasing
re-use and modularity of vendor-specific com-
ponents of the physical design flow. To this
end, the Hammer VLSI flow utilizes separate
vendor-specific process technology plug-ins and
EDA-tool-specific plug-ins, which implement ab-
stracted software APIs to generate design flow
collateral like Tcl scripts, clock constraints, and
power specifications based on higher-level design
inputs. For example, Hammer will emit process-
and vendor-specific macro placement, obstruc-
tion, and power-strap placement commands from
a high-level process- and vendor-agnostic descrip-
tion of the design. This separation of abstraction
layers between design, process technology, and
EDA tool vendor enables faster adoption of open-
source components.

The Hammer flow aspires to support open-
source tools in conjunction with commercial and
proprietary tools using common levels of ab-
straction. As such, while the first Hammer-based
designs were implemented using proprietary pro-
cess technologies, a plug-in for the ASAP7 [20]
open-source predictive PDK was created in only
a few weeks and is now included in the core
Hammer repository. With this, small teams and
academic users can prototype design flows and
experiment with RTL designs using predictive
or simple physical design kits, while being able
to reuse similar Hammer descriptions for chip
fabrication using advanced process nodes.

Hammer was designed to support hierarchi-
cal physical design flows. Hierarchical physi-
cal design flows are of particular importance in
highly complex custom SoCs, composed of mul-
tiple specialized blocks with a variety of phys-
ical design constraints. Decomposing a design
into these smaller hierarchical components not
only improves the quality of results emitted by
EDA tools, but it also allows the distribution of
physical design tasks among multiple hardware
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developers, which is important for agile design.
FIRRTL-based grouping and flattening transfor-
mations in Chipyard further assist the hierarchical
physical design flow in Hammer by enabling
users to specify one logical hierarchy in the
source RTL, while choosing a different hierarchy
for physical boundaries through automated trans-
formations.

Workload Management with FireMarshal

Finally, no hardware development environ-
ment is complete without relevant software in-
terfaces. In order to support continuous and con-
current full-system validation, Chipyard enables
shared software development across the feature
design stages through the FireMarshal software
workload generation tool. Shared software de-
velopment is especially important in integrated
validation of specialized and custom designs.
FireMarshal provides a standard and version-
controlled format for software workload descrip-
tions and automates the generation of these work-
loads for various simulation targets. Software
developers can begin work as soon as a functional
model is available (e.g. in the Spike RISC-V
ISA simulator or the QEMU emulator). Those
workloads can then be used without any modi-
fication on RTL simulations and FireSim simula-
tions. In this way, the complex task of software
development and porting (particularly for Linux-
based workloads) can be reused by anyone on
the design team without requiring special exper-
tise. FireMarshal includes several examples and
templates for Linux-based workloads, enabling
fast ramp-up of software development across the
various simulation and emulation targets using
preset Linux kernel configurations and base dis-
tribution images with matching drivers. Chipyard
provides a versioned set of standard RISC-V
software development tools (e.g. GNU toolchain,
QEMU, Spike), as well as a set of equivalent
non-standard RISC-V development tools for non-
standard extensions of custom IP blocks. The
two software development tool sets can be used
interchangeably in the framework. The software
development structure in Chipyard is illustrated
in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Shared software development in Chip-
yard using FireMarshal. Designer can use the stan-
dard RISC-V software toolchains, or custom software
toolchains. While the core application logic and li-
braries are consistent with the SoC design, kernel
and driver configuration may change based on the
target platforms or tethered systems. FireMarshal
automates workload generation to enable targeting
multiple platform using a single description.

Concurrent Agile Hardware Development

Together, the components of the Chipyard
framework enable continuously integrated devel-
opment of custom and specialized SoCs, taking
advantages of the accessibility of open-source
tooling. The Chipyard framework enables further
adoption of agile hardware development method-
ologies, by lowering the barrier-to-entry and pro-
viding support and integration of development
environments for different stages of the design
process.

Chipyard is designed for concurrent develop-
ment of multiple custom SoC features by multiple
members of a small team, with each feature going
through iterative design cycles which include
modeling, simulation, system-integration, FPGA
emulation and validation, and physical design.
The structure of Chipyard enables independent
development of the various IP modules and/or
configured SoC instances, with continuous inte-
gration using configured workloads for system
validation and verification.
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Open-Source SoC Development

Chipyard aims to be a fully open-source SoC
development framework. However, while open-
source tools and projects within the digital-logic
abstraction layer of the hardware design stack
have been gaining traction and trust in research
and industrial communities, design aspects that
are closer to underlying technologies such as
analog and mixed-signal (AMS) modules and
the manufacturing interfaces still need to identify
appropriate open-source development and inte-
gration models.

In the analog domain, new generator-based
approaches such as the Berkeley Analog Gen-
erator (BAG) [21] are envisioning a portable
and process-technology agnostic generator-based
approach to AMS design. However, this approach
requires tight integration with digital SoC com-
ponents. Future integration of analog generators
and their simulation environments, such as BAG,
into the Chipyard framework will help support
common interfaces and integration between ana-
log and digital components through integrated
tools and automation of design collateral such as
appropriate generated behavioral models of ana-
log blocks, as well as matching physical design
constraints.

In the digital domain, there is a large inter-
dependence of standard commercial EDA tool
stacks with tightly controlled NDA-only physical
design kits due to the complexities of sub-micron
process technologies. This issue has been identi-
fied in the past [22], and open-source hardware
projects choose to address this challenge in var-
ious ways: some publish “patches” to the com-
mon flow scripts provided by EDA vendors [8],
or partially associate hardware design template
implementations with particular process technolo-
gies [23], but are largely obscured elsewhere. The
approach used in the Hammer VLSI flow within
Chipyard is a “plug-in” model. These plug-ins
provide a mapping between the Hammer vendor-
agnostic level of abstraction, to the proprietary
vendor-specific APIs. Open-source physical de-
sign initiatives such as the OpenROAD project
[24] are making encouraging progress towards
addressing this challenge.

Conclusion
In this article, we presented the Chipyard

framework which was developed to provide an
integrated design, simulation, and implementation
environment to support the growing complexity
and differentiation of custom SoCs. Through in-
tegration with the Rocket Chip generator ecosys-
tem, Chipyard provides a large number of easily
composable and extensible open-source digital
IP blocks. The additional integration of multiple
simulation and implementation tools enables con-
tinuous and simultaneous development for higher-
quality verification, validation, and system inte-
gration. Future integration with analog genera-
tor frameworks will open the door to breaking
the digital-analog divide, and the enabling of
complete open-source custom SoC development
solutions.
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